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Hunting Unlimited 2008 is a fast-paced 3-D Action/Adventure Shooter that
takes players on an arctic expedition to hunt for the great white whale.

Features an advanced ballistics simulation system, realistic interactions of the
hunter and the world, over a dozen animal species, and more than 120

individual animals in the game. Players can hunt for the whale with a variety of
weapons from standard rifles, bow and arrows, combat rifles, explosive rifles,

launchers, and more. The 3-D world offers players an impressive visual
experience as they stalk and hunt their prey. The game is based on real

hunting techniques of real hunters and can provide hours of fun and
excitement. Discover the ultimate hunting game experience! Fire your weapon

and aim carefully as you stalk your prey. Execute the perfect shot with the
precision of a pistol or the savagery of a chain saw. Burst your target with a
well-placed explosive round. Approach your prey with the stealth of a cat or

dispatch it like a madman with a tricked-out battle tank. Whatever your style,
Hunting Unlimited 2008 lets you go after game in some of the most beautiful

lands on Earth, and makes you feel like a real hunter. Not only do you stalk big
game, you even see the action from a first-person perspective, allowing you to

relive the rush of a hunt from the safety of a helicopter. Hunting Unlimited
2008 is the ultimate hunting simulation game. You’re a seasoned hunter and

you’re ready to spend a few days in the outdoors hunting for dangerous game.
Play as either a true hunter or hunter’s assistant and take on the wild in a

modern day cowboy simulation game. Hunt for your prized possessions while
racing the clock to intercept your prey. Harvest your prey and bring the

trophies back home in a helicopter.
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